LISTEN UP FACEBOOK AND GOOGLE FANS - THIS IS YOUR WORLD
YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA TELLS YOU WHAT TO THINK AND HOW TO THINK IT!

What Tucker Carlson and Shawn Hannity explain in plain language every night, is the very
reason newsrooms across the nation are in dread and palpable panic, and why social media
is in dire peril. Clarity and directness for the left means unclear, opportunistic, deceptive,
and malevolent.

The two pundits explain why the CEO's of leftward turned social and general media respond
like deer in the headlights as their maneuverings to make money on the backs of America's
fools, aka, progressives, are exposed to the light of day.

Blinded by their deep-seated rage, the left failed to pick up that the CEOs of these “FAKE
NEWS operations are the ones who will do anything to keep Business as Usual in operation
to make billions in profits. On their victim’s backs – as it has always been that way.

They fail to see that the party they clamor to bring back into power are not the party of the
little man, you, reading this, but the party of Big Business, Big Banks, Big Oil, Big Defense
and Big Globalism – the actors financing the Resistance!

With whom most of the people on the political left have nothing in common!

The aftermath of 2016 is arguably the first time the political left has taken the very arrayed
against its own interests.

More of that will become clearer as congressional hearings on this matter is in their future.

FOX and the alternative media, for example Canada Free Press, American Thinker, Red
State, NRO, has regularly exposed the three year-long string of lies and the ongoing coup the Deep State-led overthrow of the US government by those who have corrupted this
nation by self-dealing. Both the large media conglomerates and the social media juggernaut
covered up these facts through coordinated dispensing of fake news, diversion, distraction,
disambiguation, and by censoring voices they don't want the people to hear. They want to

make sure you don't watch Tucker or Hannity by defaming them with untruths and out-ofcontext factoids, and not by presenting facts to support their debasement.

Meanwhile FOX and Friends in excruciating details demonstrated how social and general
media coordinated, conspired, and colluded with talking points handed them by the DNC
operatives to pivot narratives that fall apart and get debunked daily at FOX.

FOX daily exposes the mainstream media talking points word-for-word being broadcast and
parroted, as if from the same lips, from one to another outlet. These demonstrate with
utter clarity how the US media is nothing less than the propaganda arm of the Democrat
Party. You’ll see that they don't report news. Rather, they create daily crises on made-up
outrages where there is none, repeated hysterically and breathlessly, from one outlet to the
next.

And then nothing comes of any of it.

This disingenuous media plays cover for, redirects and pivots from issue to issue to keep
their audiences off balance and confused, and moves the goalposts to cover for their
politicians and their own pundits, talking heads, and operatives. In fact their talking heads
are, operatives of the party - often representatives of the same Deep State the existence of
which the same news outlets deny.

For a number of these pundits now under investigation, named next, and earlier demoted
and fired, criminal referrals have been handed down.

The Attorney General and his special counsel not named by congress, have been working on
these issues for months. I understand that a grand jury has been called and is already in
session. One can expect indictments and perp walks. The targets are the former top levels
of American law enforcement and intelligence, some of whom are the talking heads at CNN,
MSNBC and the other outlets. For example, James Comey whose family went out in the
streets the morning after the President won to protest the election results, the same
president Comey, McCabe, Strzok, Page, Yates, the Ohr couple, Hillary and Obama wanted
to take down.

For example now-CNN talking head Andrew McCabe, Deputy FBI Director who was suddenly
led out of FBI headquarters for lying to the FBI. The very same charge for which General
Michael Flynn and some Trump associates were convicted. Not for collusion.

Others likely to face both DOJ and congressional investigations are James Clapper, DNI and
John Brennan DIA, the three Obama operatives with James Comey who did nothing about
Hillary Clinton's over thirty thousand violations of law, national security, Espionage Act, selfdealing, bribery, and destruction of evidence and obstruction of justice. In other words,
they deliberately pivoted and ran a counterintel operation on the now-proved innocent
parties, not the allegedly guilty ones.

These are the men and women who serially lied to the nation with the backing of a
complicit media, while together, knowing better, conspired to mislead the nation.

That is what they did, because that is what they do, and that is who they are.

The fear in the studios and newsrooms of CNN-MSNBC-NPR-NY Slimes (hardly a misprint),
and WashPo, has been described by insiders as nothing less than palpable. In denial, trying
to prop up the House Investigations, Jerrod Nadler and the other blowhards calling for
impeachment for a crime that didn't happen, while boxing themselves into a corner from
which escape is unlikely, rather than fess up, these people double down and keep at it,
working not for America - the proof is they don't legislate - but for the DNC and George
Soros.

1. For a solid three years as the mainstream media and social media with the search firms
that place their utterances at the top of searches, kept lying, fabricating, covering for,
pivoting, misdirecting, censoring, colluding, coordinating and conspiring to reverse the
results of 2016. To effect a coup, otherwise known as treason.

Consider as a fact that these people were dead wrong about everything concerning
collusion - the dead horse they keep beating. They are still dead wrong about Trump and
Russia, China, Iran, the economy, the markets, trade, national security and immigration, as
well as Global Warming.

2. More importantly, Tucker, Hannity, Ingraham, the nightly line-up at FOX, with their stellar
guests and investigative reporters, hit the Bulls Eye one night after another.

Remember, there is no crisis at the border. None, nada. Obama told us they're thousands of
miles away as hundreds of thousands jumped over the no walls the week after.

A 1700 percent increase of nationals of other nations speaking Hispanic, sometimes dying in
the heat, or drowning, and often carrying the flags not of their benefactors, but of their
oppressors, is not a crisis.

Donald Trump's massive success and disdain not to bow to the powers is the crisis.

Count on it, these men and women will never show remorse for having mislead, corrupted,
and paralyzed the nation for a solid three years to get their way and reverse the massive
global change for the better. One from which America, and not our competitors, profit. Not
one of these people will recognize the treason implicit in the coup they have engineered,
financed and backed, to remove a duly elected president from office on fabrications paid for
by the Clintons, Obamas, and the DNC.

Not until we see the perp walk on TV after a midnight raid. Not one of them cares for the
nation's well-being, the plight of America’s underemployed and minorities, and they never
have.

They don't legislate. Rather, they seethe with rage for having failed so dramatically to take
power from the very people they disdain.

Progressives too.

What they really care about is to get America's votes and cash to keep their deliberately
ignorant people on their plantation. To keep the corruption going where one candidate’s
son self-deals and walks away in millions in Chinese graft. And to gain and keep power over
you.

To accomplish the goal, they will have to take American's guns using weaponized
government against its own citizens, the same way they weaponized government bureaus
and their top operatives at State and law enforcement to effect a coup against a duly
elected president.

Meanwhile, criminal referrals the media have NOT reported on, or had deliberately
suppressed reporting, have been handed down on FBI and Fusion GPS honchos Bruce and
Nellie Ohr, soon others will likely follow after FBI bigwigs Andrew McCabe and Peter Strozk,
DOJ's Sally Yates - and likely Loretta Lynch, Hillary Clinton, James Comey, John Brennan, and
Jim Clapper - and their associates, attorneys, and advisors.

You can bet this Pandora’s Box will get unpacked eventually somewhere in the inner
sanctum of a Kenyan's presidential library.

A good thing we have extradition treaties.

The chickens, Dear Democrats, have come home to roost!

OPERATION HURRICANE HAS TURNED INTO OPERATION BOOMERANG.

-------------

Part II

News of the results with respect to 2020 -- this section is meant only for Progressives:

* US Unemployment Rate is 3.6% - the lowest in 49 years, thanks to Barack Obama who is
clearly responsible for it.

* After all, the always objective New York Times' Nobel Laureate for economics, Paul
Krugman predicted (obviously correctly) that the US will plunge into a massive depression

from which it will never recover if Donald Trump got elected. The Kenyan with the genuine
birth certificate left the nation with economic greatness.

Do you wonder, after looking at the chart in the link above, why some Americans moved to
Hungary or Singapore and opened factories?

As have the Germans, having opened the largest Mercedes, Audi, and BMW plants in the
world in Hungary?

* In America we have the lowest unemployment for blacks and Hispanics in history, thanks
to the president from Kenya under whose tenure we had race riots in Ferguson, Oakland,
Baltimore, and after whose tenure we had Pussyhatted women. Our booming economy can
also be credited to Hillary's mentor, Saul Alinsky who understood, just as well as Hillary
does, what made for national security, prosperity, and a happy nation. Here is
Hillary's letter to Saul that should prove to all doubters that progressivism is merely a
religion with its own dogma and its own high priests. You need to submit.

* Progressives knew even before it happened that not Barry Soetory, but it was Donald
Trump who spied on himself, his friends and his family. They now know that CNN-MSNBC
were correct all along about the collusion - and the denials too - that there was no spying
on the Trump team. It was all in Trump's mind. A conspiracy theory. Even after Obama's
deputy defense secretary admitted Obama spied on Trump. But don't believe a word of it!
After all, Nixon's spying on Democrats was impeachable. And criminal. And illegal. And
unconstitutional. Obama's and Hillary's spying on Trump on the justification of a fabricated
document they had paid millions for to foreign agents with which the former president and
former candidate colluded with Russian intelligence, was fine - and as things should be.
Even better if one refused to acknowledge it ever happened.

* Collusion with Russia has been proved beyond a doubt, no matter what the 13 Democrats
who either represented in court or contributed to Hillary on Team Mueller would want you
to believe. Indeed, living in terror of 2020's favorable outcome to the political left, they and
their media associates have gone mad, unhinged, and batsh*t crazy. But I said that years
ago and I'm hardly alone.

* Putin was spotted eating Melania, I mean, with Melania, eating Russian Caviar. Do you
need any more proof that the Trump Family sold out America? This is the reason Trump

was never qualified to be president - and Hillary was! I tell you, she's innocent of any
wrongdoing and she's a patriot! Ask Jim Comey if you don't believe me.

* A secret photo of Donald Trump with a Russian hooker surfaced that will end his
presidency and result in impeachment. By next Thursday the latest. This will happen after
the release of this photo by Adam Schiff (D-Mexifornia) which can be seen HERE.

If you haven't heard about or failed to open the blue hyperlinks above, or have not seen
discussions about them and still live in the dark Dear Progressive, you can thank FACEBOOK,
TWITTER, and GOOGLE; and arguably, the inability or unwillingness to read the right
journals or watch the right cable channel.

(c) Andrew G. Benjamin

